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Updates/Posts
Feature

Unified
Classroom

Schoology

Formatting options
File and link attachments
Attach assignment
Create assignment
Post to multiple classes
Post to groups
Post to Twitter
Post to Facebook
Post to course page as semi-permanent announcement
Toggle audience, i.e. parents
Copy/paste images
Create event
Create blog post
Filter by content, author, date
Filter by type i.e. polls, updates, recent
Can be edited after posted
Summary
While Unified Classroom has superior filtering capabilities in its updates window, Schoology allows a lot more
flexibility in the reach and content of the updates. Schoology’s updates even allow users to create different
types of content as updates, making it easy to post assignments, events, and messages the same way from the
same page. When a post is created in Unified Classroom, it appears on the lower right corner of a course
page, as well as the messages tab. The user also has to click the X to close the post-editing window once a
post is created, which is a little strange. Schoology will compile all updates/posts into a single newsfeed, but it
also has an updates tab in each course page to isolate the updates to a single course, if necessary.
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Home Page/Dashboard

Dashboard for Younger Students

Newsfeed for Older Students

Screenshot of Schoology Newsfeed (Opening Page)
N.B. The home page for Schoology compiles all school-related material into one page, from which a person
can branch out to individual course and group pages. The default can be set as the Recent Activity feed or the
Course Dashboard, depending on whether the audience is older or younger students.

Screenshot of Unified Classroom Dashboard
N.B. Accessing the dashboard requires clicking PowerTeacher Pro and then Unified Classroom. The dashboard
is specific to only one class at a time by default. All classes can be viewed at once, but it takes multiple clicks to
get there.
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Unified Classroom Dashboard
Feature
Access to all classes via
Drop-down
Icons
Links in updates
Compilation of all upcoming school/class/group events
Compilation of all school/class/group updates
Access to individual courses
Access to individual groups
Access to individual students
Standards / Mastery
Grades
Personal reminder
Post personal blog entries
Calendar
Access to incoming messages
Notifications
Ability to post updates to school or any class/group
Ability to post assignments to any class
Ability to post polls to school or any class/group
Ability to post events to school or any class/group
Access to support
Access to personal, public, and group resources within platform
Search for people in the district

Unified
Classroom

Schoology

3 clicks
1-2 clicks

1-2 clicks
2-3 clicks
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Summary
Schoology’s newsfeed is easier to access, customizable for individual users, and compiles school, course, and
group information in one place, making it a superior experience. Being able to post content to the school,
course, or group from this page is simple and smart. Anything posted in the home page will appear in the
relevant course, group, and school page, as well. Unified Classroom is limited to viewing one class or group at
a time. Because Unified Classroom does not have a central page for all of the information a user needs, it
inherently costs far more clicks to find information.
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Posting and Viewing Events
Feature

Unified
Classroom

Schoology

Allow event to be repeated automatically
Attach files
Connect links
Format
Events appear on
compilation calendar in newsfeed
compilation of upcoming events in newsfeed
Individual course dashboard / page
individual course calendar
Calendar will import other calendars (e.g. Google)

Summary
Schoology’s events can be generated from either the newsfeed or individual course/group/school pages and
will appear in all relevant places, as well. Users can turn off/on visibility of any of their calendars in the home
calendar. They can also isolate their view by going to the individual group/course pages. Because the home
calendar combines all courses, teachers at RCHS have recently begun loading daily class activities to make it
easier for parents/students to find absent work. Unified Classroom is limited to the individual course/group
page. However, Unified Classroom will repeat events automatically, which is a very helpful feature that can
save a lot of time for secretaries, admins, and teachers loading regular events.
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Assignments
Feature

Unified Classroom

Schoology

Attach group files
Hide/publish assignment
Customize publication dates
Duplicate assignment
Synchronization to calendar and upcoming lists

single class only

Possible, but
cumbersome
compiled newsfeed
and single classes

Assign to individual students
Assign to groups of students (i.e. 504 students, assigned groups, highlevel, etc.)
Online Submissions
Office 365 integration
Google integration
Teachers can annotate submissions
Parents, students, and advisors can see annotations
Students save online submissions to portfolio
Online discussions as assignments
Lock/unlock online submissions/discussions
Parents and advisors can see online submissions
Custom rubrics
PLC and district rubrics
Grade items within platform
Automatic appearance in gradebook
Grade items from the gradebook window
Grading from assignment detail window
Synchronization to PowerSchool
Assignment copies to other classes/groups/resources
Assignment can be set as final/midterm exam.

?

Summary
Unified Classroom allows teachers to duplicate assignments as they create them, which is convenient for courses with
regularly assigned work. Schoology allows teachers to create templates of assignments in resources, or save
assignments as templates to resources, which can then be brought in and out of courses and groups. It costs far more
clicks than Unified Classroom’s setup.
In Unified Classroom, I created a series of assignments with different features open each time, expecting to then see
how each is graded and what its impact in the gradebook would be. However, I was utterly unable to find the ability to
grade the assignments. The option to grade was not available from the assignment itself, as it is in Schoology. Later,
while looking at a different feature altogether, I clicked on Scoresheet, another tab, which allowed me to enter grades.
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Schoology allows teachers to begin creating their assignment categories as they build assignments, and then will suggest
that teachers view the settings once they have made more than one category.
The rubrics feature is especially helpful, because it allows teachers to customize rubrics with all of the major national
standards, PLC standards, school standards, or unique criteria. Teachers can edit rubrics in the assignment window and
grade with them from the assignment window or gradebook. They can also create and share them within groups.
Administrators can also use rubrics if they have teachers loaded into a faculty course. Then, the admins could create
rubrics with evaluation criteria. When they observe classes during walk-throughs or longer sessions, they simply open
the assignment and score the teacher with the rubric. This gives both teachers and admins a transparent evaluation
tool.
While both LMS’s share a lot of basic features, like categorization, attaching standards, etc., Schoology offers a wider
complex of options that are readily available, such as Office 365 and Google Integration, grading with rubrics, parent
visibility, annotations, and connection to PLC and public resources.
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Standards and Grading
Summary
Both platforms present challenges when it comes to Standards-based grading.

Unified Classroom
Unified Classroom appears to split standards into their own “classes” for lack of a better term. For a multi-subject
classroom like Kindergarten, standards are split into different headings that teachers and parents must navigate to find a
student’s full grades. This is unintuitive. It is also unclear how this would function for secondary. Would each class have
multiple Standards “classes” to view? This could result in dozens and dozens of classes listed for a secondary teacher. It
is unclear if students/parents would be able to view all of their standards in a single location.

If all standards were loaded into a single class, the act of attaching
standards could be overwhelming because the program presents them
as a single list when attaching them to an assignment. Simplification of
standards could improve this. The filtering option would allow teachers
to find the standards more simply.
Once attached, grading standards is separate from grading traditionally
with points. Points grading is done through the Grading tab while
standards grading is done through the Analysis tab. Both can be edited
in the standards Analysis section, but both cannot be edited from the
Grading section. This was baffling.
The number of clicks it took to get to a place where a teacher could
actually grade an assignment, either with points or standards, was
frustrating.
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The presentation of standards, once graded, is intuitive and nice to look at from a teacher perspective. It is simple to see
how many students have hit the standards and the color coding system is helpful.

Frustratingly, it takes multiple clicks from this page to amend standards grades or assignments and nothing but viewing
the information can be done from this screen.

Schoology
Grades and Mastery (Standards) are also
presented in separate sections, but within a
course page. Points grading is presented as a
traditional gradebook while Mastery is
defaulted to appear as a percentage,
although teachers can customize the llabels
by changing the scale. Teachers could use
words and phrases like exemplary,
proficient, needs attention, or they could use
numbers 4, 3, 2, 1.
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When creating an assignment, adding standards can take a lot of clicks. The complete listing on all Common Core
standards makes finding the specific standard you need quite laborious. Teachers can select multiple standards at once,
though. The work in finding standards can be front-loaded as teachers can cull the standardized objectives they use into
one custom list, or create their own custom standards. Luckily, this can be done once and then saved and imported into
classes the following years. Teachers can also share them with various groups and other members can distribute them
directly into their courses and assignments.

Standards could be done through a rubric rather than applying them to an entire assignment. This means that a single
assignment could track multiple standards in a meaningful way.
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This has a similar result as Unified Classroom, but the grading practice would be clicking each of a series of standards
rather than typing in a single number to apply equally to all standards attached to an assignment.

Schoology also has several different views of
the standards. Teachers can view overall
achievement of standards across a series of
assignments in box/whisker charts. Hovering
over the boxes will give more specific data.

They can also view a
single student’s
performance the way
that parents/students
will see it. In this
window, they can list
the objectives from
worst performance to
best, too.
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Gradebook Setup
Setting up the gradebook for Unified Classroom appears, on the surface, to be straightforward. A wizard walks teachers
through a series of steps. I was stuck on the window, though, that wanted to know what percentage Unified Classroom
would use for its calculations when a teacher enters a specific notation. Schoology also allows this form of grading,
wherein a teacher could simply type in “A” as a grade, and then the platform calculates that grade with whatever
percentage it is set up to use. However, I do not know any teacher who uses that system, and I could find no way in
Unified Classroom to move forward without committing to it. When I asked Sue Jeffries about it, she confirmed that it
was best for me not to mess with it, anyway, since it might mess up other gradebooks. When I went back to take
screenshots up to that point, I could not find the gradebook setup. I was able to find categories, though, and the
screenshot below shows how the categories are listed. The color-coding is nice, being able to reorder them is helpful,
and seeing which classes they are used in is a handy touch. However, it is unclear if it is possible or how to weigh them
in the gradebook from here.
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Schoology’s gradebook set up is on a single page, listed in the main tabs of each course page. It is possible to share
settings to other classes, but it is tricky since the words to and from are not on the page. Teachers can use a variety of
scales, set defaults for grading, create scales and rubrics, categorize and weigh grades, set final exam information, and
customize certain features of the gradebook view. Teachers can also reorder categories and final exam materials. The
screen shots below show the page. There are a few default grading scales we have created as a building that are an
option in everyone’s list of scales, but the wider ability to customize the scales allows groups of teachers more flexibility
in using grading systems that make sense for their shared courses. It’s on this page that teachers can design a scale that
can be used to change the labels in the mastery window.
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Parent Accessibility
Feature

Unified Classroom

Schoology

Weekly digest
Parent’s Club
Parents can view student work
Simple login setup

Online submissions

Toggle between parent/district employee account
See info for all children
Parent enrollment

Incomplete /
complicated

Mostly smooth /
straight-forward

Parent account has calendar
Access to course content

Summary
Both platforms allow parents to automatically receive emails, but we were able to make the emails a default setting in
Schoology to ensure that all parents were recipients. Unified Classroom has it as an option that parents sign up for. To
date, only 152 parents district-wide have done this. In our roll-out of Schoology, we created a Parents’ Club, in which we
enrolled every single parent of RCHS in the group, which helps keep parents informed. The leaders of Parents’ Club can
post updates, polls, and events for all parents to see. A parent can be involved in booster groups, as well, and have
access to their own accounts, calendars, and profile pages. They can toggle between roles, view any online content that
their child submits, and access course content. Unified Classroom allows some of this, but the logins were vastly
unsuccessful, making the parent experience both frustrating and limited.
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Groups & Resources
Summary
Unified Classroom allows classes to be grouped together and posted to simultaneously but does not offer groups like
Schoology does. Schoology’s groups can be made for a variety of purposes – sports, clubs, graduation classes, parents’
club, etc. We currently have 121 different groups at RCHS.

Posting to groups allows for easy updates to students and parents. Events can be added to the calendar and resources
can be stored for members (In NHS, for example, their hours sheets and stole order forms are there, eliminating the
need for me to hunt down each member to get them one). This has been a fantastic communication tool for teachers,
students, and parents. Any updates or events from a group also appear on the newsfeed, so that a user does not have
to spend more clicks to check on a group. In addition, groups have access to albums, where group admins can post
photos or videos and everyone in the group will have access to them. In Literary Club, for example, I can post photos of
our Christmas party and tag students. The photos appear on the students’ profile pages, and any member can enjoy
them from within the group. This fosters more school connectedness and gives opportunities for reflection.
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We additionally use groups for teachers that teach the
same class. This, for example, is our English 11 group.
There are six of us that do teach or have taught the class
and we store all our assignments, assessments,
objectives, and anything else we need for the class here.
This has completely eliminated the constant spam of
emails asking for handouts that were used or
assessments from the previous year. When a new
teacher started teaching the class, all the basic
information was already available.
Being able to take PDFs, links, etc. from previous years’
classes makes populating a class very simple. This
eliminates the need for websites that offer curriculum
mapping and archival collections, because we can map a
curriculum with a group calendar and load all course
content directly from the group.

In Unified Classroom, resources seem to be stored in a class only. Files can be uploaded to a class and will live there and
can be exported to other classes (theoretically -- the export function crashed each time I attempted to use it). There
does not seem to be a central storehouse for information across classes. This is complicated as each set of standards is
stored in a different “class.” Getting the files from one class of standards to another is a lot of work.
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Help Features and System Updates
Feature
Help groups

Unified Classroom

Schoology

built within the platform
based on platform level
experts from platform accessible
Feature request board
Free, regular webinars by employees / experts
Conferences

occasionally

monthly

plug-ins

3rd party apps

support people only

unnecessary

Engineers / business leaders available
Sales associates available for add-ons
Tutorials (videos, pdf’s, websites)
Emails for system down
Ambassadors / Champions comprised of working teachers
Requests for feature feedback
System updates
Banner on pages that have the updates
Emails
Client success manager
Support tickets available to teachers

only two / district

School personnel listed within the platform to seek help

Help Features
To understand Schoology’s layers of help, it is important to understand how Schoology is organized. Schoology offers
three tiers to their platform: Basic, Enterprise, and AMP. Because everyone in each of the tiers has access to the same
tools, it is far easier to access help than Unified Classroom, which is customized by PowerSchool’s ala carte plug-ins. The
Schoology Educators group is a public group within the platform that any teacher can enroll in. There are currently
37,281 members in the group to offer help when people need it. Among the members are engineers, Schoology
employees, ambassadors, and champions who all share expertise. For Enterprise and AMP users, admins who take a
short course can enroll in a more exclusive group that answers questions more geared toward admins. Both groups are
very helpful in solving any issues that arise, and Schoology monitors them. For example, I posted a frustrated question
to the Enterprise Leadership group about our lockdown browser, and our Client Success Manager called me that evening
– Friday – to see if I had worked it out and if I had any feedback to give. Unified Classroom does not have the same
vastness in its group’s help page, and because each account has different plug-ins, it is more difficult to arrive at clear
answers from outside a district. Schoology’s group feature and simplistic tiers make it very easy to get assistance.
Schoology works hard to include working teachers in their product decisions and they actually use Schoology for all of
their own internal training and after school “clubs.” This ensures that each team member understands the platform.
They also have a select group of teachers who act as ambassadors. Ambassadors attend extra training sessions and are
asked directly for specific feedback, provide training, host Twitter discussions, and promote positivity. There is also a
Champions program comprised of users who love the product. These users provide feedback via a gamified enrollment
with activities and a leaderboard. Also, Schoology actively seeks opinions about its product and imminent features.
They have sent RCHS admins surveys with screenshots of developing features to find out what will work best, like next
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year’s changes to the mastery window. They send emails to ask our opinions on things like assessment availability in the
classroom, preferences when grading items, and standards-based grading. While Unified Classroom/Powerschool does
respond quickly to feature requests, they do not have the same level of organization-wide responsiveness as Schoology
does. At their annual NEXT conference, Schoology always has a dedicated space for the duration of the conference for
teachers, admins, and tech personnel to meet with their engineers and the people in charge, including the CEO’s of the
company. According to Sue Jeffries, this was not the case at the PowerSchool conference she attended. Schoology also
adds several lead teachers to the district Schoology help desk so that we might be able to help parents and teachers who
need it. Any teacher can submit support tickets directly to Schoology, whereas PowerSchool only allows two district
employees this opportunity.
In addition to all the help available via formal and informal channels, Schoology also hosts monthly webinars (LEAP
Webinars) to give detailed instructions on a variety of features and discuss changes in education. At the end of each
webinar is a survey to help Schoology leaders determine what topics are needed most. Topics include electronic
portfolios, Schoology in the elementary classroom, standards-based grading, SAMR model in the Schoology classroom,
etc. The hosts of the webinar come from Schoology (New York, Los Angeles, or London), and will speak to experts about
the subject, show examples from working teachers and administrators in current classrooms, and answer questions
from viewers. The formal training for Schoology is the familiar, train-the-trainer model, and the training sessions are
also webinars. They are led by Schoology employees who can answer questions because they have helped develop the
features. The training for Unified Classroom was among the worst we have seen. The webinars were led by people who
could not answer questions and had distractions in the background, like barking dogs. When faced with questions that
they did not know the answers to, they promised to find answers and send them later, but they did not actually send
any. The man who trained us in-person knew only his script and also could not answer all of our questions. There was
no discussion of hot topics in education and there was a definite lack of preparedness.
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Analytics
During Schoology’s first year of implementation, we yielded 222,499 student, 11,210 parent, and 25,321 faculty visits by
April 14th. This info is available to platform admins, who can customize it easily. Each parent is signed up to receive
weekly progress reports, but they can turn off the feature if they would like to. Admins have access to district, building,
and user data. Teachers can access analytics for their classes, as well.

Unified Classroom does not have the information readily available. Sue had to spend significant time looking for it. It
was very buried. The report yielded math problems for us, wherein we had to add up the numbers of web portal and
app totals. During the same window of time, we yielded 13,326 parent and 25,260 student visits across the district.
There were 152 parents signed up to receive email progress reports weekly. Parents spend 26.5 minutes on average;
students spend 46.1 minutes / visit.
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Other Factors
Feature
# of times platform crashed
Teachers can see course from student view
Electronic portfolios
Personal blogs

Unified Classroom
?

Schoology
Once since 2015

*

Teachers can see course analytics
Advisee feature
Various roles and permissions
3rd party apps (Spelling City, OneNote, Google Classroom, BrainPop,
Discovery Ed, College Board, etc.)
Badges

**

Media albums
Student profiles that house portfolio, badges, courses, media album
photos
Ability for teachers to generate practice accounts, courses, groups
Public resources within platform
Group resources within platform
Personal resources that also connect to third party apps

OneDrive

School/district/user analytics
Teachers/parents can toggle between accounts
Admins can view course content
Workload Planning (allow teachers to see the workload of students in
their rosters)
Users

?

20 million

Summary
Schoology has been around since 2009 and has several advantages over Unified Classroom, which just began this year.
With ten million of its twenty million users at the basic tier using the platform without formal training, it is clearly easy
to navigate. Unified Classroom has the advantage of its close relationship to PowerSchool, but that relationship
frequently results in a navigational labyrinth. Many features appear to be available until the user’s clicks lead to
nothing. Schoology has plenty of extra features, like advisee access, workload planning, and administrator rights to view
teacher coursework that Unified Classroom does not have. Further, Schoology and PowerSchool are currently
developing their own partnership that allows better synchronization and has led to PowerSchool’s endorsement of
Schoology. While Unified Classroom may be developing some of the features above, they still have far to go in offering
the same level of stability and functionality that Schoology enjoys.
*Electronic portfolios appeared to be available for a moment, but once I clicked off of the page, the button I was advised
to use was not where the tutorial said it would be.
**Schoology’s badges are in the main tabs on a course page. The badge window is a grid with the option of creating
badges or importing them from group/school/public resources. They appear on student profiles and students are
notified when they earn one. Unified Classroom badges are in the course settings, an unlikely place to look for them.
The directions say to create them or search for premade ones, but there is nothing to click for creation, and the search
field yielded zero results, regardless of my keywords. Either way, I could not get it to work.
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Mysteries
There is no dashboard tab in Unified Classroom. Once I click off of the dashboard, it is not obvious where to go. I
have to click the words, Unified Classroom, to reach a course dashboard, which is strange.
Creating an Assignment from the Dashboard is confusing, because a teacher can add events and personal reminders
from the center. An assignment comes from the upper-right corner, though.

In the process of working, I had to sign in several extra times in Unified Classroom, with no warning. I had been off
the page for approximately two minutes each time.
I got this message when navigating from one tab to the next:

When building an assignment, I got a failure message that did not lead me to a solution. The parameter it
mentioned, assignment activity, was not among the options in building an assignment, so I did not know what I
had done wrong.
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After working in there for days, suddenly there was a tutorial available. It brought me to what looked like a
profile page, with my courses and an e-portfolio.

However, I have no idea how to get back to it. Once I
clicked off the page, I could not recover it from any
link. it said I could click the home button from
anywhere within the portal, but that button was
literally not visible from the portal at all. These
screenshots show the message and the following
screen. There is no home button.
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